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Minimal Old Chinese and Later Han Chinese
Sep 18 2021 Although long out of date, Bernard Karlgren’s (1957) remains the most convenient work for looking up
Middle Chinese (ca. A.D. 600) and Old Chinese (before 200 B.C.) reconstructions of all graphs that occur in literature from the beginning of writing (ca. 1250 B.C.)
down to the third century B.C. In the present volume, Axel Schuessler provides a more current reconstruction of Old Chinese, limiting it, as far as possible, to those
post-Karlgrenian phonological features of Old Chinese that enjoy some consensus among today’s investigators. At the same time, the updating of the material
disregards more speculative theories and proposals. Schuessler refers to these minimal forms as "Minimal Old Chinese" (OCM). He bases OCM on Baxter’s 1992
reconstructions but with some changes, mostly notational. In keeping with its minimal aspect, the OCM forms are kept as simple as possible and transcribed in an
equally simple notation. Some issues in Old Chinese phonology still await clarification; hence interpolations and proposals of limited currency appear in this
update. Karlgren’s Middle Chinese reconstructions, as emended by Li Fang-kuei, are widely cited as points of reference for historical forms of Chinese as well as
dialects. This emended Middle Chinese is also supplied by Schuessler. Another important addition to Karlgren’s work is an intermediate layer midway between the
Old and Middle Chinese periods known as "Later Han Chinese" (ca. second century A.D.) The additional layer makes this volume a useful resource for those
working on Han sources, especially poetry. This book is intended as a "companion" to the original Grammata Serica Recensa and therefore does not repeat other
information provided there. Matters such as English glosses and references to the earliest occurrence of a graph can be looked up in Grammata Serica Recensa
itself or in other relevant dictionaries. The great accomplishment of this companion volume is to update an essential reference and thereby fulfill the need for an
accessible and user-friendly source for citing the various historically reconstructed stages of Chinese.
InfoWorld Apr 01 2020 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
Pro Silverlight 5 in C# Oct 27 2019 Silverlight 5 is the latest iteration of Microsoft's cross-browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the Web. Like
its predecessor, it rides atop the .NET Framework for maximum ease of use and coding efficiency. The new technology carries forward much of the work that has
been done before and augments it in many important respects, including support for H.264 video, major improvements to the graphics engine (including true 3D
rendering), and much richer data-binding options for interfacing with other applications. Pro Silverlight 5 in C# is an invaluable reference for professional
developers who want to discover the new features of Silverlight. Author Matthew MacDonald's expert advice guides you through creating rich media applications
using Silverlight in the environment you're most productive in—no matter what the target platform. As you learn about the features that put Silverlight in direct
competition with Adobe Flash, such as rich support for 2D and 3D drawing, animations, and media playback, you'll experience the plumbing of .NET and the
design model of WPF through Silverlight—all of the same .NET technology that developers use to design next-generation Windows applications. Pro Silverlight 5 in
C# is a comprehensive tutorial, written from professional developer to professional developer. Please note: the print version of this title is black & white; the eBook
is full color.
Playing with Monsters Aug 30 2022 Roman Serpico has abandoned a thriving rock star career to prospect for The Bare Bones MC. His goal: revenge on the cartel
for his father's murder. His black soul is a writhing mass of venom and rage, and joining the club fuels his ability to wreak havoc. His stepfather, the club's lawyer
Slushy, calls on him to save a stepsister Roman barely knows. Nurse's assistant Gudrun McGill has fallen in with a bad crowd and needs an emergency
extrication...now.Roman believes he's killed Gudrun's assailant, but the loathsome, murderous fugitive Riker has nine lives. He lives to traffic in human flesh
another day, and Roman is hell-bent on tracking the bastard down. But The Bare Bones votes to place Gudrun into custody with her stepbrother as her bodyguard.
Things heat up between them when they hide in plain sight in the ghost town that surrounds The Citadel, their clubhouse.Roman has vowed celibacy to fixate on
vengeance. Gudrun wants nothing to do with men after losing her husband in a horrific car crash.The terror of their situation brings them too close for comfort.
Walls must come down. Barriers must be broken. Taking risks is in the nature of their new MC family. Roman has to roll the dice, to hit fast against Riker and the
Chinese cartel. To preserve his newfound family, he has to roll like thunder and be gone like smoke.Publisher's Note: This is Book #4 in the Bare Bones MC
series. This book is a stand-alone and can be read out of order, but the series is best read in order to gain the full experience. This is not your mother's
contemporary romance. Daring readers will encounter sexual assault, nonconsensual drugging, general violence between bikers and cowboys, and a HEA. It is not
for the faint of heart. It's a full length novel of 67,000 words with no cliffhanger. Recommended 18+ due to mature content and possible triggers.
Pro Silverlight 5 in VB Aug 25 2019 Silverlight 5 is the latest iteration of Microsoft's cross-browser technology for creating rich user experiences on the Web. Like
its predecessor, Silverlight 4, it rides atop the .NET Framework for maximum ease of use and coding efficiency. The new technology carries forward much of the
work that has been done before and augments it in many important respects, including support for H.264 video, major improvements to the graphics engine
(including true 3D rendering), and much richer data-binding options for interfacing with other applications. Pro Silverlight 5 in VB is an invaluable reference for
professional developers wanting to discover the new features of Silverlight. Author Matthew MacDonald's expert advice guides you through creating rich media
applications using Silverlight in the environment you're most productive in—no matter what the target platform. As you learn about the features that put Silverlight in
direct competition with Adobe Flash, such as rich support for 2D and 3D drawing, animations, and media playback, you'll experience the plumbing of .NET and the
design model of WPF through Silverlight—all of the same .NET technology that developers use to design next-generation Windows applications. MacDonald
provides a comprehensive tutorial written from professional developer to professional developer.
Advances in Swarm and Computational Intelligence
Dec 22 2021 This book and its companion volumes, LNCS volumes 9140, 9141 and 9142, constitute the
proceedings of the 6th International Conference on Swarm Intelligence, ICSI 2015 held in conjunction with the Second BRICS Congress on Computational
Intelligence, CCI 2015, held in Beijing, China in June 2015. The 161 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 294 submissions.
The papers are organized in 28 cohesive sections covering all major topics of swarm intelligence and computational intelligence research and development, such
as novel swarm-based optimization algorithms and applications; particle swarm opt8imization; ant colony optimization; artificial bee colony algorithms; evolutionary
and genetic algorithms; differential evolution; brain storm optimization algorithm; biogeography based optimization; cuckoo search; hybrid methods; multi-objective
optimization; multi-agent systems and swarm robotics; Neural networks and fuzzy methods; data mining approaches; information security; automation control;
combinatorial optimization algorithms; scheduling and path planning; machine learning; blind sources separation; swarm interaction behavior; parameters and
system optimization; neural networks; evolutionary and genetic algorithms; fuzzy systems; forecasting algorithms; classification; tracking analysis; simulation;
image and texture analysis; dimension reduction; system optimization; segmentation and detection system; machine translation; virtual management and disaster
analysis.
Bad to the Bones Nov 01 2022 Publisher's Note: This is Book #3 in the Bare Bones MC series. This book is a stand-alone and can be read out of order. This is not
your mother's contemporary romance. Daring readers will encounter sexual assault, dubious consent, general violence among men, and a HEA. It is not for the
faint of heart. It's a full length novel of 73,000 words with no cliffhanger. Recommended 18+ due to mature content.Knoxie Hammett has been The Bare Bones'
tattoo artist for years. He's just drifted through life, living it large and performing in their Triple Exposure films, recovering from a divorce he never wanted. Suddenly
Knoxie has a reason to live and to want to prospect for The Bare Bones outlaw motorcycle club.He'll need their help to rescue the lovely Bellamy Jager from the
jaws of the cutthroat, warped cult leader who has been holding her hostage all her adult life. To the neglected, abused Bellamy, living in the desert canyons off

stolen food and time, the sanctity of the ashram looked like a safe zone. But her haven turned to hell and she was drugged and abused, ignorant of any other way
of life.Knoxie will need every one of his Bare Bones brothers and every ounce of bravery he can muster. To save Bellamy and her white slave sister from the
twisted swami, he'll need to pull off the most daring job of his life to prove to the club and the world that he's...BAD TO THE BONESDon't ride faster than your
guardian angel can fly.
Fodor's Dordogne & the Best of Southwest France
Jul 05 2020 Get inspired and plan your next trip with Fodor’s ebook travel guide to Dordogne and Southwest
France (including Bordeaux, the Basque Country, and Paris with highlights in between). Intelligent Planning: Discover all of the essential, up-to-date travel insights
you expect in a Fodor’s guide, including Fodor’s Choice dining and lodging, top experiences and attractions, and detailed planning advice. Easy Navigation for EReaders: Whether you’re reading this ebook from start to finish or jumping from chapter to chapter as you develop your itinerary, Fodor’s makes it easy to find the
information you need with a single touch. In addition to a traditional main table of contents for the ebook, each chapter opens with its own table of contents, making
it easy to browse. Full-Color Photos and Maps: It’s hard not to fall in love with Southwest France as you flip through a vivid full-color photo album. Explore the
layout of city centers and popular neighborhoods with easy-to-read full-color maps. Plus get an overview of French geography with the convenient atlas at the end
of the ebook. What’s Covered? Get to Know Dordogne and the Best of Southwest France: One of the hottest destinations in France, the Dordogne is a stonecottage pastoral studded with fairy-tale castles, storybook villages, and France’s top prehistoric sights. The wines of Bordeaux are the standard against which
others are measured. They've made the city rich and the owners of its vineyards, like Château Mouton-Rothschild, even richer. The Basque Country will put you
under its spell, whether you head for Bay of Biscay resorts like Biarritz, coastal villages such as St-Jean-De-Luz, or the Pyrenean peaks. No trip to France would
be complete without a stop in Paris. A quayside vista that takes in the Seine, a passing boat, Notre-Dame, the Eiffel tower, and mansard roofs all in one generous
sweep is enough to convince you that this is indeed the most beautiful city on Earth. Note: This ebook edition includes photographs and maps that will appear on
black-and-white devices but are optimized for devices that support full-color images.
The Bare Bones Camera Course for Film and Video
May 15 2021 A timeless classic with more than 165,000 copies sold, The Bare Bones Camera Course for
Film and Video has been chosen by over 700 colleges to teach basic film and video techniques. Written by a working professional, The Bare Bones Camera
Course is the most user-friendly book available on the subject of film and video production; it reduces the shooting experience to its essence, making complicated
concepts easy to grasp. Using simple clear language and more than 150 illustrations, the book explains: Exposure Lenses Composition Basic sequence Crossing
the line Lighting And much more! When you finish this book, you will know and understand how to shoot good pictures that will edit together seamlessly in postproduction. With added chapters on sound and editing, this new edition of The Bare Bones Camera Course for Film and Video rounds out the education of any
filmmaker. Allworth Press, an imprint of Skyhorse Publishing, publishes a broad range of books on the visual and performing arts, with emphasis on the business
of art. Our titles cover subjects such as graphic design, theater, branding, fine art, photography, interior design, writing, acting, film, how to start careers, business
and legal forms, business practices, and more. While we don't aspire to publish a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are deeply committed to
quality books that help creative professionals succeed and thrive. We often publish in areas overlooked by other publishers and welcome the author whose
expertise can help our audience of readers.
I.C.C. Practitioners' Journal Sep 26 2019
Fodor's Normandy, Brittany & the Best of the North
Jun 03 2020 Get inspired and plan your next trip with Fodor’s ebook travel guide to Normandy, Brittany, and
the Best of Northern France (including Paris, Alsace-Lorraine, and Champagne Country, with highlights in between). Intelligent Planning: Discover all of the
essential, up-to-date travel insights you expect in a Fodor’s guide, including Fodor’s Choice dining and lodging, top experiences and attractions, and detailed
planning advice. Easy Navigation for E-Readers: Whether you’re reading this ebook from start to finish or jumping from chapter to chapter as you develop your
itinerary, Fodor’s makes it easy to find the information you need with a single touch. In addition to a traditional main table of contents for the ebook, each chapter
opens with its own table of contents, making it easy to browse. Full-Color Photos and Maps: It’s hard not to fall in love with Northern France as you flip through a
vivid full-color photo album. Explore the layout of city centers and popular neighborhoods with easy-to-read full-color maps. Plus get an overview of French
geography with the convenient atlas at the end of the ebook. What’s Covered? Get to Know Normandy, Brittany, and the Best of Northern France: Sculpted with
cliff-lined coasts, Normandy has been home to saints and sculptors, with a dramatic past marked by Mont-St-Michel’s majestic abbey, Rouen’s towering
cathedral, and the D-Day beaches. Brittany, a long arm of rocky land stretching into the Atlantic, is a place unto itself with its own language and time-defying towns
such as Gauguin’s Pont-Aven and the pirate haven of St-Malo. Although the region of Alsace-Lorraine is bordered by the Rhine and often looks and sounds
German, its main sights--18th-century Nancy, medieval Strasbourg, and the lovely Route du Vine--remain proudly French. Don’t miss Champagne Country, the
capital of bubbly, and the four Gothic cathedrals nearby. No trip to France would be complete without a stop in Paris. A quayside vista that takes in the Seine, a
passing boat, Notre-Dame, the Eiffel tower, and mansard roofs all in one generous sweep is enough to convince you that this is indeed the most beautiful city on
Earth. Note: This ebook edition includes photographs and maps that will appear on black-and-white devices but are optimized for devices that support full-color
images.
The Hinterlands Mar 25 2022 From a land you've never heard of comes a story you'll never forget. 1896. In the vast network of the Niger Delta waterways, where
palm oil and blood flow from the hinterlands, the ancient kingdom of Benin is under siege. Legendary trader and leopard hunter Brendan Donivan battles to protect
his adopted homeland's sacred civilization from the colonial expansion of the British while balancing his commerce with the whiteman's world. Brendan's reality is
fractured by the arrival of… …New York anthropologist Elle Bowie, drawn to Africa by a dream. Amazed to discover the domain holds vast happiness and delights,
she cannot reveal her true ambition. Against everything her mind and heart has trained her for, Elle has it bad for Brendan. Brendan cannot love a woman in
cahoots with the British. Elle cannot love any man. Central in the scheming of the Oil Rivers citizens is the traitorous gnome Mateus, descended from Portuguese
soldiers, the happy-go-lucky Texan Rip, who masquerades as Elle's husband, and the majestic and brutal General Ologboshere, in command of thousands of
warriors. As Brendan and Elle become mixed up in the political intrigues of the steamy jungle, the British forces bear down relentlessly upon them. They face the
extinction of a way of life, trading hulks anchored in the rivers, advanced bronze artwork, and colossal war canoes. The Kingdom of Benin, the land of ritualistic
human sacrifice and juju religion. The lives and loves of many hang in the balance in…THE HINTERLANDS
The Official BBEdit Book Aug 18 2021 Introduces the popular text-editing and Web programming software, and covers page design, graphics, syntax coloring, and
Java applications
It Takes a Thief Apr 25 2022 Great outlaws lost their lives to Ford. Ford Illuminati, Prez of the famed Bare Bones MC, is in the crosshairs of Noodlum, a whacked
thug recently joined with the Cutlasses. When Ford's company steals some highway workers of theirs, Noodlum lashes out with subterfuge, placing fake news
stories about the club and stealing their identities to charge Cialis and penis weights. But the clincher is when Noodlum targets Ford's old lady, Madison. His
twisted obsession with Madison puts Ford on the alert, and Santiago Slayer on his trail. But things haven't been going well between Ford and Maddy lately. His two
jobs-Prez of the MC and his construction company-have got him working more than double time. Neglected and feeling unloved, Maddy has a meltdown when a
patient of hers dies. She needs to do something different--something fulfilling. When she works at a clinic on the Indian Rez, a heartthrob doctor catches her eye.
But he's not the real menace. Noodlum has come unhinged, targeting the light of his life-Madison Illuminati. Ford is forced to play along with the whacko's games,
step by step. It will take the combined forces of his club and his company to emerge triumphant...to save his one true love and reclaim their marriage. Great ladies
lost their hearts.
The Four Quarters of the World Feb 21 2022 One deranged Emperor unified a country. One fearless adventurer can destroy it. Abyssinia, 1866. The crazed but
dynamic Christian King of Kings has taken power as Tewodros II. His vision: to reunite Ethiopia under one crown, one God. To that end he moves his massive,
gorgeously arrayed army from province to province. But rebellion is continuous and, in the end, he is Emperor of only the remote and inaccessible rock Magdala,
where he holds political prisoners, spouses, relations he's tired of, and fifty Europeans. Into this barbaric and breathtaking kingdom comes American adventurer,
linguist, and ethnologist, Captain Ravinger Howland. Becoming Tewodros' right-hand man, Ravi is allowed all the privileges of a royal son: concubines, armory, all
the raw beef he can eat, but not the returned Queen of Sheba. American doctor Delphine Chambliss, Tewodros believes, is the reincarnation of Makeda from who
all Abyssinian kings are descended. But even as Ravi begins to question Tewodros' sanity, he falls for the bitterly bereaved Dr. Chambliss. And now, as the
kingdom crumbles, Ravi and Tewodros lock horns over the woman in a battle to the death.
InfoWorld Dec 30 2019 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates
people, companies, and projects.
Unlike No Other Sep 06 2020 Robert Wemheuer details many important events in his impressive career in a two-book memoir Unlike No Other. His main focus is
to honor the unsung heroes with whom he served as well as to call out some not-so-good characters. The Marines, sailors, and civilians who helped him learn and

grow from his missteps that helped him develop his leadership skills are his primary emphasis. His description of the career-building steps necessary to move from
a simple civilian life to that of a company grade Marine Corps officer and naval aviator are told in a straightforward, unvarnished, and concise manner. He also
describes his combat experiences flying the CH-53 helicopter during his three tours of duty in Vietnam, again focusing on the Marines who supported his efforts
both in and out of the cockpit. Robert looks at his career from a very interesting perspective. In our early years, he was one of the youngest superstars in our
squadron, and you could always depend on him for anything. Robert, nicknamed Bull, was in some really hot combat. In just one mission, his Marine H-53
squadron was supporting a large army unit in the Lam Son 719 battle in Laos in which the army lost 106 helicopters. Bull rescued under heavy, heavy fire two
legendary Marine squadron mates (Charlie Pitman and Mike Wasco) who had been shot down. You could always depend on Robert, and he had many more hot
missions. Unlike No Other also describes the life of a Marine field grade officer as he ascends to higher ranks and greater responsibilities. It highlights the
problems and potential political risks involved in navigating the military and civilian bureaucratic systems. I had the pleasure of serving alongside Robert
Wemheuer over my long career in the Marine Corps. He tells it like it is and always will. Read, learn, and enjoy unlike no other. Colonel Wemheuer's goal in writing
his memoir is to highlight the accomplishments of the Marines, sailors, and civilians who he had the honor to work with during his twenty-five-year career. His hope
is that this second book also will give them some of the recognition they deserve for doing an outstanding job day in and day out, generally receiving little or no
recognition for their work. --Richard "Rick" Phillips, Major General, United States Marine Corps “Insert picture on back cover” Lieutenant Colonel Wemheuer and
his OV-10 on Okinawa in 1982. Book 2 of this memoir traces my career as a field grade officer after my promotion to major then lieutenant colonel and finally to
colonel through my retirement after a successful tour of duty at my final command of the Marine Corps Air Station Tustin, California. Book 2, like book 1, is made
up of individual, stand-alone chapters laid out in chronological order.
InfoWorld Jul 17 2021 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people,
companies, and projects.
InfoWorld Feb 09 2021 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates
people, companies, and projects.
Backpacker Apr 13 2021 Backpacker brings the outdoors straight to the reader's doorstep, inspiring and enabling them to go more places and enjoy nature more
often. The authority on active adventure, Backpacker is the world's first GPS-enabled magazine, and the only magazine whose editors personally test the hiking
trails, camping gear, and survival tips they publish. Backpacker's Editors' Choice Awards, an industry honor recognizing design, feature and product innovation,
has become the gold standard against which all other outdoor-industry awards are measured.
InfoWorld Mar 13 2021 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates
people, companies, and projects.
Strangely Wonderful Jan 23 2022 It’s 1828, and life is good for the pirates of Madagascar… Their Captain is the Hungarian Count Tomaj Balashazy, a refugee
from the U.S. Navy. Count Balashazy rules the coast from his tropical mansion Barataria, a fortress built against enemies he’s made cruising the Indian Ocean.
Bitterly cruel, Tomaj feels guilt at the loss of his family in New Orleans, and he wallows in clouds of opium. When the American naturalist Dagny Ravenhurst falls
into Tomaj’s lagoon, it’s the beginning of the end of arcadian bliss on the island. French industrialist Paul Boneaux commands his empire of factories in the
central highlands. As the special pet of the psychotic Malagasy Queen Ranavalona, Boneaux enjoys a monopoly over all manufacturing, commerce, and his
mistress. Beholden to Boneaux, Dagny and her two brothers need his patronage to survive. Zeke, fiercely protective of Dagny, yearns to start a legitimate trading
post. The gentle and guileless geologist Salvatore believes he can make their fortune mining, and falls for the exotic charms of the Pirate Count. Quartermaster
Youx struggles to earn the same love Balashazy had for his first quartermaster, killed in battle with Chinese pirates. And sinister ship’s cook Slushy reveals why
he was run out of his job as a bootblack boy in New York. Dagny’s joyless scientific heart melts for the poetic nature of the Count, who has promised to deliver her
the rare aye-aye monkey. The King dies—or is he murdered?—and the Queen gives free rein to her merciless anti-European impulses. The island runs with blood,
and only one world can emerge triumphant. In Madagascar’s utopian paradise, all is… Strangely Wonderful
Arizona For Dummies Jul 25 2019 Everything from clothing styles to tequila shots is kicked back in Arizona. From teeming, cosmopolitan Phoenix to long
stretches of open roads to intriguing trails that lead to incredible sights or adventures, Arizona has it all. This friendly guide helps you enjoy it all, with info on: 5
great itineraries, including kid-friendly jaunts, plus day trips and two-day trips The grandeur of the Grand Canyon, the Red Rocks of Sedona, the expanses of
northeast Arizona—Hopi and Navajo country, and more Fantastic historic attractions, including Frank Lloyd Wright’s former home and studio, a ghost town, a
mining town, an active trading post, Holbook (home of classic Route 66 kitsch), and more Upscale shopping in Phoenix or bargaining in Nogales Rafting on the
Colorado River, mountain biking in Sedona, being a cowhand at a dude ranch, star gazing, horseback riding, and more Where to find Native American crafts,
Navajo rugs, Western art, Southwestern and ethnic furnishing, katchina dolls, silver inlay jewelry Fantastic museums and monuments where you can delve into
Native American culture, plus some places where the ancient traditions are practiced today Like every For Dummies travel guide, Arizona For Dummies, 4th
Edition includes: Down-to-earth trip-planning advice What you shouldn’t miss — and what you can skip The best hotels and restaurants for every budget Handy
Post-it Flags to mark your favorite pages Whether you want to experience the Old West or the new West…whether your style is luxuriating at a plush resort, golfing
on glorious, challenging courses, appreciating incredible sights and scenery, or exploring historical attractions and our Native American heritage, you’ll find lots to
do in Arizona. Kick back, relax, and enjoy.
Vietnamese Migrants in Australia and the Global Digital Diaspora
Jun 23 2019 Through oral histories, memoirs, and Facebook posts of Vietnamese adults who
entered Australia as children after the Vietnam War (and Vietnamese refugees, war orphans, and children of refugees) this book provides insight into the
memories of forced migrant childhoods and histories, as well as the complexities of national and transnational identity and belonging in digital diaspora. As war and
displacement compounds the need for creating communities and histories for cultural continuity, this book is a history about childhood and migration for the
Vietnamese diaspora of refugees, adoptees, and second generation in Australia and their connectedness to a global and digital diaspora. Using Facebook as a
digital archive for historical research, Vietnamese Migrants in Australia and the Global Digital Diaspora presents new methods for the study of what Nguyen Austen
proposes as a new area of digital diaspora studies for interdisciplinary research about real and digital life in the humanities and social sciences. As a contemporary
digital diaspora study of Vietnamese forced child migrants from 1975 to the present, this book contains a mixed-methods historical analysis of the impact of war
and displacement on memories of childhood. This book presents an innovative history of the national, transnational, digital, and contemporaneous lives of
Vietnamese child migrants, which will make a significant contribution to the discourse on transnational childhood, migration, and belonging for refugees and
migrants in the twenty-first century.
Metaheuristics for Dynamic Optimization Dec 10 2020 This book is an updated effort in summarizing the trending topics and new hot research lines in solving
dynamic problems using metaheuristics. An analysis of the present state in solving complex problems quickly draws a clear picture: problems that change in time,
having noise and uncertainties in their definition are becoming very important. The tools to face these problems are still to be built, since existing techniques are
either slow or inefficient in tracking the many global optima that those problems are presenting to the solver technique. Thus, this book is devoted to include
several of the most important advances in solving dynamic problems. Metaheuristics are the more popular tools to this end, and then we can find in the book how
to best use genetic algorithms, particle swarm, ant colonies, immune systems, variable neighborhood search, and many other bioinspired techniques. Also, neural
network solutions are considered in this book. Both, theory and practice have been addressed in the chapters of the book. Mathematical background and
methodological tools in solving this new class of problems and applications are included. From the applications point of view, not just academic benchmarks are
dealt with, but also real world applications in logistics and bioinformatics are discussed here. The book then covers theory and practice, as well as discrete versus
continuous dynamic optimization, in the aim of creating a fresh and comprehensive volume. This book is targeted to either beginners and experienced practitioners
in dynamic optimization, since we took care of devising the chapters in a way that a wide audience could profit from its contents. We hope to offer a single source
for up-to-date information in dynamic optimization, an inspiring and attractive new research domain that appeared in these last years and is here to stay.
The Washingtonian Jan 11 2021
The Routledge Companion to Bioethics
Jan 29 2020 The Routledge Companion to Bioethics is a comprehensive reference guide to a wide range of contemporary
concerns in bioethics. The volume orients the reader in a changing landscape shaped by globalization, health disparities, and rapidly advancing technologies.
Bioethics has begun a turn toward a systematic concern with social justice, population health, and public policy. While also covering more traditional topics, this
volume fully captures this recent shift and foreshadows the resulting developments in bioethics. It highlights emerging issues such as climate change, transgender,
and medical tourism, and re-examines enduring topics, such as autonomy, end-of-life care, and resource allocation.
Certain Investigation on Improved PSO Algorithm for Workflow Scheduling in Cloud Computing Environments
Mar 01 2020 Cloud computing is a new prototype

for enterprises which can effectively assist the execution of tasks. Task scheduling is a major constraint which greatly influences the performance of cloud
computing environments. The cloud service providers and consumers have different objectives and requirements. For the moment, the load and availability of the
resources vary dynamically with time. Therefore, in the cloud environment scheduling resources is a complicated problem. Moreover, task scheduling algorithm is
a method by which tasks are allocated or matched to data center resources. All task scheduling problems in a cloud computing environment come under the class
of combinatorial optimization problems which decide searching for an optimal solution in a finite set of potential solutions. For a combinatorial optimization problem
in bounded time, exact algorithms always guarantee to find an optimal solution for every finite size instance. These kinds of problems are NP-Hard in nature.
Moreover, for the large scale applications, an exact algorithm needs unexpected computation time which leads to an increase in computational burden. However,
the absolutely perfect scheduling algorithm does not exist, because of conflicting scheduling objectives. Therefore, to overcome this constraint heuristic algorithms
are proposed. In workflow scheduling problems, search space grows exponentially with the problem size. Heuristics optimization as a search method is useful in
local search to find good solutions quickly in a restricted area. However, the heuristics optimization methods do not provide a suitable solution for the scheduling
problem. Researchers have shown good performance of metaheuristic algorithms in a wide range of complex problems. In order to minimize the defined objective
of task resource mapping, improved versions of Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) are put in place to enhance scheduling performance with less computational
burden. In recent years, PSO has been successfully applied to solve different kinds of problems. It is famous for its easy realization and fast convergence, while
suffering from the possibility of early convergence to local optimums. In the proposed Improved Particle Swarm Optimization (IPSO) algorithm, whenever early
convergence occurs, the original particle swarm would be considered the worst positions an individual particle and worst positions global particle the whole swarm
have experienced.
Bare Bones Writing Issue 1 May 27 2022 Bare Bones Writings is an extension of www.Feversofthemind.com . Themes we are Looking for
Poetry/prose/articles/other styles of writing are for Adhd Awareness, Mental Health, Anxiety, Culture, History, Social Justice, LGBTQ Matters/Pride, Love, Poem
series, sonnets, physical health, pandemic themes, Trauma, Retro/pop culture, inspired by music/songwriters, inspired by classic & current writers, frustrations.
Very light on artwork. Music, Poetry, Book reviews.
Frommer's Florida from $60 a Day Aug 06 2020 A holiday in the Sunshine State doesn't have to cost you an arm and a leg. Frommer's has uncovered hundreds
of wonderful motels, charming B&B's, great-value condo rentals, cute cottages and more. Readers are shown how to save money on car rentals, dining and
sightseeing - even how to enjoy Walt Disney World without breaking the bank. This candid, updated edition comes complete with dozens of accurate maps and fun
features. Previous Edition ISBN: 0028611365
Have Gun, Will Travel Sep 30 2022 The sun never sets on a Bare Bones patch. Beatrix Hellman has reunited with her Bare Bones sweetbutt friends from high
school. Her isolated life in a mountaintop convent has ground to a sudden halt, her faith dashed against the rocks. She needs something else to believe in, and her
old friends become her new family. But a sadistic cartel associate of the club has maimed one of the whores. Bee and the women put a bounty on Tony
Tormenta's head. And they think they know just the man for the job. Zane "Sax" Saxonberg is back from a different sort of exile. He was banished by his club Prez
brother Leo a decade ago to ride the interstates of America as a nomad. Haunting back road BDSM clubs, Sax has a willing submissive in every state. He returns
to the Bare Bones' backyard to help the women and to check on his nephew Harte. Instead he finds a fiery slave in Bee-part camp counselor, part nun, part ForceMe Queen. Will Sax's bold heroics renew Bee's faith in the world? She finds control and strength in submitting to the virile bad boy biker. With each power
exchange, she is brought closer to a fresh hope and conviction, but tracking down the brutal Tormenta also brings fresh danger as they close in on his mountaintop
hideout.
Making His Bones Jul 29 2022 The party's not over 'til you smile for the mugshot.Gray Whaley has returned to Pure and Easy, the scene of childhood horror, and
the safety of his old friends, The Bare Bones MC. He's fed up with the trivial, superficial LA scene where he emceed a reality show and modeled for perverts. He
wants to get back to basics.When a Bare Boner is arrested by the FBI for an old murder, Gray falls in with Elektra Spinoza, the hot, dark forensic geneticist who
made it all happen with her infallible DNA science. Gray is smitten, and determines to help Elektra track down the killer of her daughter a decade ago.With the
assistance of half-breed shepherd Galileo Taliwood, Mexican drug mule Tiago, and a team of hotshot "hacktivists" headed by Tobiah Weingarten, Gray and Elektra
plunge toward their destiny with the unknown. A church pastor is using kids as drug runners, then sending them out into the desert with moonshine to die. Every
step closer to the sick child killer dredges up youthful nightmares for Gray, but he's determined to power through it for the love of the sexy scientist and vengeance
for abused children.As for Elektra, well, she's just not going to rest until the culprit smiles for the mugshot.Publisher's Note: This is Book #9 in the Bare Bones MC
series. This book is a standalone and can be read out of order, but the series is best read in order to gain the full experience. This is not your mother's
contemporary romance. Daring readers will encounter violence, gun play, a backstory involving underage porn, human smuggling, and child murder. It is not for
the faint of heart. It's a full-length novel of 67,000 words with no cliffhanger and HEAs all around for all. Mature content and possible triggers.
Fodor's Essential France Oct 08 2020 Get inspired and plan your next trip with Fodor’s ebook travel guide to Essential France (including Paris, Ile-de-France, the
Loire Valley, Normandy, Lyon and the Alps, and Provence and the French Riviera, with highlights in between). Intelligent Planning: Discover all of the essential, upto-date travel insights you expect in a Fodor’s guide, including Fodor’s Choice dining and lodging, top experiences and attractions, and detailed planning advice.
Easy Navigation for E-Readers: Whether you’re reading this ebook from start to finish or jumping from chapter to chapter as you develop your itinerary, Fodor’s
makes it easy to find the information you need with a single touch. In addition to a traditional main table of contents for the ebook, each chapter opens with its own
table of contents, making it easy to browse. Full-Color Photos and Maps: It’s hard not to fall in love with France as you flip through a vivid full-color photo album.
Explore the layout of city centers and popular neighborhoods with easy-to-read full-color maps. Plus get an overview of French geography with the convenient
atlas at the end of the ebook. What’s Covered? Get to Know Essential France: The Ile-de-France region is the nation’s heartland. Here Louis XIV built
vainglorious Versailles, Chartres brings the faithful to their knees, and Monet’s Giverny enchants all. To the south, the Loire Valley offers Chenonceau, Chambord,
and Saumur--the parade of royal and near-royal chateaus that magnificently capture France’s golden age of monarchy. Northwest Normandy is sculpted with clifflined coasts and has been home to saints and sculptors, with a dramatic past marked by Mont-St-Michel’s majestic abbey, Rouen’s towering cathedral, and the DDay beaches. Local chefs rival their Parisian counterparts in treasure-filled Lyon, heart of a diverse region where you can ski Mont Blanc or take a heady trip along
the Beaujolais Wine Road. Don’t miss Provence, famed for its Lavender Route, the honey-gold hill towns of Luberon, and vibrant cities like Aiz and Marseilles.
This region was dazzlingly abstracted into geometric daubs of paint by van Gogh and Cézanne. The sprawl of pebble beaches and zillion-dollar houses of the
French Riviera has always captivated sun lovers and socialites from amorous St-Tropez and beauteous Antibes to sophisticated Nice. No trip to France would be
complete without a stop in Paris. A quayside vista that takes in the Seine, a passing boat, Notre-Dame, the Eiffel tower, and mansard roofs all in one generous
sweep is enough to convince you that this is indeed the most beautiful city on Earth. Note: This ebook edition includes photographs and maps that will appear on
black-and-white devices but are optimized for devices that support full-color images.
New York Magazine Jun 15 2021 New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself
as the trusted resource for readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything from politics and food to theater and
fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to reflect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New York as both
a place and an idea.
Managing IMAP Nov 20 2021 "Managing IMAP" is a handy, concise reference for navigating the everyday tasks common to most IMAP servers. Managers,
system integrators and system administrators on the front lines of Internet messaging will find it a valuable tool for IMAP system provision, maintenance and
support.
Mid-Atlantic May 03 2020
Security and Intelligent Information Systems
Nov 28 2019 This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of the Joint Meeting of the
2nd Luxembourg-Polish Symposium on Security and Trust and the 19th International Conference Intelligent Information Systems, held as International Joint
Confererence on Security and Intelligent Information Systems, SIIS 2011, in Warsaw, Poland, in June 2011. The 29 revised full papers presented together with 2
invited lectures were carefully reviewed and selected from 60 initial submissions during two rounds of selection and improvement. The papers are organized in the
following three thematic tracks: security and trust, data mining and machine learning, and natural language processing.
Animal Sacrifice in the Ancient Greek World Oct 20 2021 Experts in Greek language, literature and material culture re-examine the role of animal sacrifice in
Greek life across the Mediterranean.
Managing International Assignments
Nov 08 2020
From These Bare Bones Jun 27 2022 A fundamental component of the study of worked osseous objects is the identification of the raw materials chosen to make

them. In archaeological contexts many objects become degraded to the point where identification is very difficult and the way in which these materials decay
during burial and upon excavation can vary greatly. Correct identification is crucial to the investigation of objects, their conservation and future curation. Above all,
understanding raw material selection aids our understanding of human-animal interaction in the past both on pragmatic and symbolic levels since the choices
made by artisans vary by cultural tradition as well as availability. The 20 papers presented here explore a wealth of information pertaining to the use of osseous
materials over the long period of human craftsmanship and tool manufacture by exploring several key themes: · Raw material selection and curation within tool
types · Social aspects of raw material selection · New methods of materials identification It is demonstrated that the issue of raw material identification has
numerous implications for conservation work, reproduction of objects, the physical characteristics of the tool or ornament, availability of raw materials, the materials
chosen for procurement and the cultural reasons that lie behind the choice of raw materials from particular species and skeletal elements to produce planned tool
and ornament types. Together, these papers emphasize the need for confident and correct materials identification and demonstrate that functionality is by no
means the only, nor necessarily the most important, factor in the selection of osseous raw materials for the fabrication of tools and other cultural objects.
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